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Over the past 15 years, we have explored the Ube of several dote

bases for the specific purpose of provIdIng factua, information

related to the problems of education In the public schools and In

higher education.

In the following remarks, we intend to describe our kite of four

large data bases. We will explain how they were developed for use at

our site and comment upon the successes and failures which we have

experienced in utilizing each procedure and data base. References are

cited which provide detailed descriptions of various studies end their

results. This explication ma) be useful to others who have an interest

In using large, non-commercial data bases. I!, moy encourage them to

Pursue their independent studies. We have also indicated those

instances where we erred. Hopefully,.others will be able to recognize

these faults and avoid some of the ignoble trapfalls which we

encoutered In using educational date bases.

As a first precept, we have used only those data bases which are

in the public domain. Even public domain data must be used with

discretion to avoid intruding int" n individual's personal affairs.

Within that group, we would count data bases such as: The Michigan

Professional Personnel Register, the Michigan Teacher Certification

Record, and the Michigan Educational Assessment Program. In any case,

we have eschewed collecting any priviledged or confidential

information.

Second, we have attempted to gather the original documents used

in collecting information for a given data base. Since the data

collection documents as well as the data collection procedures may be

changed, it's important to have copies of these documents. for

example, the data collected in the REAP data base was initiated In

3
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1970 and the data format chinged each year for almost a decade, That

may be en escellent example of refining a measuring instrument, but

it's a nightmare for 4 reaRarcher seeking to observe patterns and

consistent trends from one year to the nollt.

Third, we used existing sRftware with a data boso when it was

available* as in the case of the computer baled resource guides (COW

which Narnak developed at SONY. We wrote original programs In FORTRAN*

assembler, or other vogramming languages to optimise time and expense

of data processing to achieve our specific goals.

Fourth, we avoided using ellaborate statistical analyses of data.

We are persuaded that the bulk of measures In education are nominal

level of measurement (countin 2) or ordinal level of measurement at

best. Therefore, descriptive statistics are generally adequate for our

purposes. As circumstances may require, we use nonparametric

statistics to draw Inferences about populations. With this much

prologue. lot us consider the ERIC data base.

ichication Resources lidimmlisz Center (fRoOt

Tbe ERIC collection of research reports provides a valuable

treasury of information about problems, solutions, and learning

opportunities at all levels of education. Abstracts of more than

250,00 reports and conference proceedings are presented In this

collection through the monthly periodical, 112111Lib in Education

(itlE).

Another 250,000 Ostracts and references to journal literature

are available in the Current 1201 12 4ournals, in Education (CIJE)

part of the ERIC data base.

About 1970 we obtained computer tape copies of all abstracts in

4
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Rif and C1,11. The data base was less than 5 years aid al that time,

and our efforts to interpret the compoter taps format were

correspondingly awkward.

In Our first program, we were barely able to conduct a search of

the latAgt O,00O dOcumefits Ih tha RI( cells-Woo. At that tie* there

wire only 50,000 documents In the entire collection, so we had to PAO

four passes over the data base to search the entire file.

The cost for machine time on Wayne Staies 1114 360 system waf

about 50 per question -- which amounted to about $160 per question

which went through the entire data base, fortunately, our research

project received a 50% discount on computing charges. That meant that

a query of all 50,000 documents in the ERIC file was ($160) (104) or

$16 hard cash cost for each question.

Wring the next decade, we improved tte speed of the search

program, conducted batch searches of 15 to 20 questions. We developed

a simple, on-line interview program so that faculty and students could

enter their name and 1 to 3 descriptorsi, than, choose from six

Boolean expressions to indicate the way they wanted the descriptors to

be combined In their individual search question.

Now, faculty arrange for graduate students in their classes to

enter search questions on-line or through a simple search request

fore. In the Spring 1556 we will start orientation seminar; for

undergraduate and graduate students, so that they may submit on-line

ERIC search requests from public terminals on campus or from remote

terminals/microcomputers at home.

Computer searches of the ERIC data base now provide access to

more than 250,000 R1E abstracts and more than 250,000 CIA abstracts

of journal rticles. A typical question costs about 54.00 computing
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time using the University's 4edahl 470/v8 afti WOO 1700 afintler Uith

an 80% subsidy of computing costs, the typical question costs (S4.00)

* (20%) or S.80 to starch a data base of mnre than II/ million

dectieents.

lucceisesi

Curing the past decade we have kept pace with the growth of the

(RIC facility 111 OrOVidift0 earhine searches of the professional

literature covering a large number of topics and problems faced by

teschers and administrators in our urban schools. Ve normally conduct

1500 searches each year and we do not charge any student or faculty

goober for the cost of the search. This contrasts with the 30 to 40

searches of thn ERIC data bass conducted by the University Library

staff using the commercial service with a charge of S$ to $10 per

question. While the total number of documents In the deco base have

increased tenfold from our early searches, we have reduced the cost of

a single comprehensive search by 70.

We have simplified ccess to the (RIC search system so that

faculty, undergreduates, and graduate students may submit ginflas

directly from public computer terminals on campus or from their

respective homes using a computer terminal and modem.

EL210.221 1.1.42E Tenures;

Ve don't have solid information to Indicate the *tent to which

the information provided in the ERIC abstracts Of microfiche are

actually helpful to teachers and administrator; In solving

professional problems. Ms have reason to believe that ERIC citations

6
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ree)Orte Sevet stuSents or feculty tin* in pilrer AO 00014rOvnd

Information or in actuelly WON' professional Pro4al011*,

Pert0A4 i$c, frompettir Os Ike (Rk( 144f0 0144444r, Sive been

frustrated at tine; in selecting the correct descriptors ;to identity

erticleo or reports on their specific topic. Tee procoOlof lioits tne

user to a 00141001 Of j deStripttire per omeglioo, TO@ goopiootioo of

tksee dasicriPtere into one of te al* lternative 6001e4A search

xpressions w4v not be understood by some uscrs, and they may receive

a set of abstracts which satisfy the gooiest% oression but frustrate

the person seeking information. We are using periodic aeolnsrs to

assist students nd feculty in overcoming tinis breakdown lo

communication.

Me believe that security of our data tiles and search procedure

is now sufficiently tested that we can offer this ERIE search resource

to our entire SWIM/At bOdy. However, experience has cautionod us o

avoid challeng og hackers with boasting.

IPllchlaar
1.t2L117.12ali ri/rs0"411. ffaistte1,

The Richigan Professional Personnel Register is the annual census

of Alchigan Public Schools" teachers. administrators, and other

professionals. It incoudes information about their teething

assignment, degree, academic majors, teaching experience. race, sex.

and other personnel data.

IWe started collecting copies if the Register in 1970 in order to

determine Were graduates of the WSU College of Education were

7
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WM ono original fORTROM programs *alibied us to estoblith thst

of our graduates employed ih Michigan Public School; *eft employesi ih

public schools of uayme, Ooklahd, and Macomb Counties. (I)

tillo wore able tO ideotify the atterns of public school employmeht

of graaustos of other Alchigah universities ,n unit appeorod to bo

spheres of influence (2). Graduates of the USO Colloge of (duration

scarcely ever nitres/ employnent of school districts outside the tria

county sres. This defihed Oor Wean ettseeht body end missiom tO

64,0pOrt the pfeeSS10021 development of Mothers and soministrators

604 *ere grapplins with the problems of provinding suitable

instruction tor the children end youth of Metropolitan Detroit.

The availability of lorogitudinal data mode it possible to

identify changes which twere ordinarily hidden. Using the social

security numbers, teaching assignment codes, ond school district codes

we *ere able to establish the IA to 20% personnel chenpes which
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Successes:

The longitudinal process of collecting achievement test data from

samples of pupils throughout Michigan was an important accomplishment

of the administration of former Supt. John Porter. The data collection

has been extended to the secondary schools and to other curriculum

areas. Moreover, the Department is beginning to develop evaluation

instruments which may measure critical thinking and other higher level

cognitive processes. Many teachers and administrators have found the

MEAP data useful in changing or emphasizing certain aspects of their

school programs. Apparently, the general public has also found this

appraisal helpful. These are significant accomplishments of the public

schools and the Michigan Department of Education.

Problems and/or Failures:

At Wayne State we have made minimal use of these data. They have

provided the basis for sporadic stueles by faculty and students.

We could use these data to enable student teachers to recognize

deficiencies of pupils in the classrooms where they are teaching. With

support of College faculty, they could plan stratf.gies to correct

deficiencies and plumb the depths of pupils' understandings with more

sophisticated diagnostic test instruments.

Graduate students in the same school or district could coordinate

their graduate studies toward improving achievement deficits indicated

by the annual MEAP reports. The MEAP data are in machine processible

form and most teacher education institutions have the computing power

to support these applications.

One limitation is that a researcher cannot publish reports which

13
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include the names of schools or school districts with the results of

their HEAP tests. To do so would mean that the researcher would

probably forfeit access to the data in the future and commit an

unethical breach of a written pledge not to reveal those names. On the

other hand, the public press points to the MEAP achievement scores of

schools and districts by grade level and subject area, while

editorializing upon the implications of the data(24).

One glaring failure has been the ineffectiveness of interpreting

the MEAP data and their implications to the public, legislators, and

decision makers throughout the State.(11) For example, it is

incredible that the public and the news media would be surprised and

alarmed at the extent of illiteracy among Detroit's Black youth 17 to

25 years of age. Their annual MEAP test data since 1970 had been

showing 40% to 50% of the fourth and seventh graders in Detroit had

not achieved the minimal skills in reading and arithmetic. These young

people were academically disabled when they entered the workforce and

severely impaired at learning a new skill or trade when layoffs

errupted during the 1980's.(11) This condition persists in other urban

centers throughout Michigan, including Pontiac and Benton Harbor.

WSU Colleae of Education Data Base:

Registration data of College of Education students are collected

each term. For each student record, there are 30 different fields

Including name, social security number, address, rank, major, courses

completed, grades, and similar information. Our data base extends from

1970 to 1986 and contains as many as 25,000 records collected in 1970

to 10,000 records collected in 1985. We also have access to the files

14
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which indicate students who graduated from the College each term.

Successes:

We've been able to use the students' zip codes to indicate the

cities and countie4 where our undergraduates and graduate students

reside.

Using the social security number with registration data makes it

possible to identify patterns of enrollment each term by our urban

students.(1) These appraisals produced results which were sometimes in

conflict with the rule-of-thumb expectations of some university

administrators.

With the identification number included in the record of

graduates from a program and the Michigan Professional Personnel

Register, we are able to determine the number of our graduates who are

employed in public school districts in Wayne. Oakland, and Macomb

counties. Our graduates compose 30% to 50% of the teaching staffs in

this tri-county area.

Another benefit of this sytem is the speed and accuracy of

collecting information about students and graduates when it's time for

accreditation review of professional programs. In June 1984 the

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)

accredited all programs of the WSU College of Education intended V3

provide professional education for teachers, administrators, an3 other

professional school personnel.(19)
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This produced a spin-off data base of more than 60 data files which

describe the College's programs using NCATE's standards for

accreditation. Moreover, it provided the foundation for our response

to the scheduled accreditation review of all University programs by

the North Central Association in April 1986.

Problems and/or Failures:

The accreditation process places a heavy strain upon faculty, who

must continue their teaching, service, and research responsibilities

while collecting informatton and writing responses to the

accreditation criteria. After the accreditation review is completed,

there's a letdown in faculty concern about documenting program changes

and devlopment. Neglecting to update the spin-off data base can result

In a data base that scarcely resembles current program goals, courses,

requirements. Periodic updating of any data base is an investment

necessary for having a useful data base.

Another problem occurred when College faculty and adminirptration

attempted to establish and maintain another data base to monitor the

competencies achieved by students as they moved through their

professional courses and field experiences. The recordkeeping burden

for faculty and students was horrendous. More details were required by

the system and distracted faculty as well as students from their

central purpose of developing a competent and enthusiastic teacher.

Finally, the computer-based system became so unwieldy that it was

abandoned, but not before substantial damage had been done to some of

the College's programs.

I I
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